
Real-world benefits 
IntelAgent benefits citizens and council staff. While citizens get quicker answers 
to their questions, and their issues resolved at the first time of asking (with no 
hold times or waiting for email replies), local authorities save money on trained 
contact centre agents and/or claw back thousands of hours that can be more 
effectively used in key services.

Looking to the future, IntelAgent will offer automation across all local authority 
service areas, deeper citizen insights and additional ‘voice-first’ capability.

The challenge 
In West Berkshire, as in many  
areas, contact centres receive very high 
volumes of enquiries about waste and 
highways. Everyday issues such as bin 
collection, street lighting and potholes 
take up a disproportionate amount 
of time for busy agents who could 
otherwise be resolving more pressing 
problems in children’s services, social 
care or homelessness.   

Our solution
IntelAgent is a citizen service automation 
platform that aggregates digital channels 
like webchat, apps, social media, chatbots 
and email, and automates responses to 
citizen’s requests.

By automating answers and processes, 
IntelAgent is able to deflect millions of 
high volume, low value interactions away 
from the phonelines and email 24/7/365. 

IntelAgent also collects, analyses  
and visualises the conversational data 
it handles, offering local authorities 
unprecedented citizen insights that  
help them better understand and  
better serve the public. 

IntelAgent’s ‘intervention mode’ means 
citizens can ask to talk to an agent at 
any time, in which instance the system 
provides all the information needed for  
the agent to seamlessly take over from  
the automation via livechat or via a 
browser call. This means human  
help is always an option. 

The platform has enabled us to process over 3 million 
interactions and conversations between people and their 
local authority. With IntelAgent we have deflected about 
60% of waste-related enquiries away from agents.
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Providers and partners
This Smart City project involves two 
innovative partner organisations. SSPS  
is a technology consultancy which 
specialises in finding cutting edge 
companies that have pioneered solutions 
targeting specific industry and business 
problems. Having pinpointed and 
engaged with the right technology 
leaders, SSPS collaborates with them  
to deliver definitive answers for clients.

WBB is a prime example of a technology 
company that completes this equation. 
A multi-award winning, venture-backed 
GovTech scale up, its aim is to transform 
the way government engages with 
people through conversational AI.  
At the heart of its approach is a belief  
that small gains delivered through 
automation can really improve quality  
of life for everyone involved. 

83% of all waste enquiries that come to the bot are 
handled without the need for agent intervention. 
With waste making up 54% of all contact centre 
traffic, this means we have already given back 
hundreds of hours to the contact centre
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